We consider two simple examples of multi-instanton configurations in type II 4d N = 1 superstring compactifications. The first one involves O(1) and U (1) D2-
Introduction
Instantons are necessary ingredients of string theory providing non-perturbative corrections to string interactions among which the most important are corrections to the superpotential.
These were used e.g. to stabilize Kähler moduli [1] , break SUSY [2] and influence the inflaton motion [3] . D-brane instanton effects has been extensively studied in various explicit compactification models either in type IIA [4, 5, 6, 7] or IIB string models [10, 11] . Until very recently it has been widely believed that among various possible D-instantons the only relevant are the one-instanton configurations [8, 9, 4, 5, 6, 7] . As it turns out some multiinstantons 1 can in fact generate superpotential [12, 13] .
In this paper we shall follow this procedure and investigate several multi-instanton configurations renormalizing superpotentials. The crucial role is played by zero modes of instantons and their mutual interactions. Thus the first step in analysis of any D-brane instanton configuration is to establish what kind of zero modes are present. Then one has to find effective action for these modes, integrate over all of them and check whether due to interactions path integral is non-zero. If it is nontrivial then one can seek effects in 4d theory generated by Dbrane instantons. In the type IIA context we shall discuss two D2-instantons in orientifolded geometry T 6 /(Z 2 × Z ′ 2 ) [14] with D6-branes. For the type IIB superstring we shall estimate the contributions of several fractional D(-1)-instantons placed in nodes of the quiver diagram of the orientifolded Z n orbifold of conifold [2] containing fractional D3-branes.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we recall what kind of zero modes appear in discussed systems and what are interactions occurring in multi-instanton configurations.
We describe them by means of effective action. Section 3 includes two simple examples (one in type IIA and one in type IIB superstring theory) of multi-instanton configurations which we analyse using effective action obtained in section 2. Appendix A contains computations and details of geometry underlying type IIA example of multi-instanton configuration. gauge symmetry of its world-volume [6] . These modes are accompanied by bosonic fields thus together they form the following multiplet
It is known that corrections to superpotential are generated by instantons with only two fermions zero modes θ. In the present setup they are invariant under orientifold projection and are called O(1) instantons [6] . The orientifolding kills half of the fermionic states of (2.1) yielding the multiplet
In this paper we focus on multi-instanton configurations intersecting matter D-branes and their c.c. fields [15] . The multiplet (2.3) is dimensionally reduced chiral multiplet appearing at the analogous D6-D6 brane intersection [17] .
We also have to include the possibility that U(1) instanton intersects its orientifold image on top of an orientifold plane. Resulting extra zero modes are:
where (m, m) are bosonic while (µ, µ) fermions variables [6, 15] .
The spectrum changes also for the brane-instanton intersection. The technical reason is that in Minkowski directions open strings have mixed ND boundary conditions. A careful treatment of the BCFT shows ( [4] ) that there is only one fermionic zero mode λ coming 2 Non-rigid instanton have extra fermionic zero modes coming e.g. from gauge degrees of freedom: these enter the so-called 'McLean multiplets'. Such instantons will not contribute to the superpotential. 3 It is dimensionally reduced vector multiplet of the D6-brane. 4 The projection for anti-instanton will kill θ.
from the Ramond sector and its charge depends on the intersection number Π E • Π a (Π E,a denote cycles occupied by instanton and branes respectively):
When instantons intersect also orientifold image of D6-branes, then the image zero mode 5 λ ′ transforms as ( , 1) [6] . Because on O(1) instanton charges +1 and −1 are equivalent we can identify λ ′ = λ.
One must remember that globally, the charges (U(1) E or Z 2 ) of the instanton zero modes always sum up to zero.
Interactions
What makes the instanton contributions non-trivial is the interaction of the instanton zero modes with matter and between themselves. The latter leads to the reduction of their number.
For all the cases relevant in this paper all the interactions originate from intersections and 
In the following we shall put the FI term ξ = 0. Thus e.g. at the U(1) instanton-instanton intersection
The last term forces us to set X 1 = X 2 to ensure that instantons intersect each other, otherwise strings connecting them are heavy. If one of the two instantons is O(1) (say the one subscripted with 1), then one should truncate θ 1 − θ 2 to −θ 2 . One can analogously construct the action S EE ′ for zero modes which are localized at the intersection of U (1) instanton and its orientifold image.
The other interactions come from F-terms. Consider two intersecting D6-branes 7 : D6 a and D6 
. 6 The zero modes λ are not SO(4) spinors thus they do not enter D-terms.
D6
′ a -brane is orientifold image of D6 a -brane. string disc diagram gives the following coupling
where Φ aa ′ is the chiral supermultiplet and g e = g s e −A for A being the area of the minimal world-sheet spanned between intersection point and having boundary on branes. Notice that the net charge (under the E2 gauge group) of the fermionic zero modes appearing in (2.7) must vanish. Also, (2.7) has formally the same structure as the superpotential obtained if one would replace the E2-instanton by the D6-brane (subscripted here by c) i.e.
This can be easily generalized to other known superpotentials for D-brane matter e.g. those obtained in quiver gauge theories (see section 3.2). Integrating out λ's results in
where V is the volume of the instanton. It is obvious that Pf(g e Φ aa ′ ) naively breaks U(1) a symmetry. The mechanism of its restoration goes through generalized Green-Schwarz mechanism and it involves an axion contained in V .
Multi-instanton configurations
In this section we are going to describe several multi-instanton configurations contributing to superpotentials. We hope that discussed examples will be illustrative enough to convince the reader that multi-instantons generically do contribute to superpotentials and that the contributions might be interesting for applications in more realistic string-inspired models of unification.
First we concentrate on orientifolded orbifold
2 ) with single stack of D6-branes. The model has U(4) gauge symmetry and 32 chiral multiplets in anti-symmetric representation 9 . The second example is a quiver theory stemming from orientifolded Z n orbifold of conifold. Both models are simple enough to exhibit all necessary ingredients of the multi-instanton calculus.
Few remarks are necessary before we set to concrete calculations. First of all, any nontrivial instanton configuration must contain one O(1) instanton. Also, due to the R noninvariance 10 any U(1) instanton occurs with its image. We expect that the number of U (1) instantons contributing to the superpotential can be arbitrary large. Each of the instantons has its own fermionic zero modes. Reduction of their number is due to instanton-instanton interaction and sometimes it is called recombination [6] .
There are two basic types of multi-instanton configurations of interest: either the extra U(1) instantons do or do not intersect D-branes. In the latter case the resulting contribution renormalizes the result by extra dependence on closed string moduli. From the point of view of phenomenology this seems to be not very interesting. On the other hand when the U (1) instantons intersect D-branes they may lead to non-trivial corrections to W . As we shall see they are of the form Pf(Φ aa ′ )det(Φ aa ′ ) k and may significantly influence physics of some models.
Multi-instantons in
Here we shall consider orientifolded compactification model Y = T 6 /(Z 2 ×Z ′ 2 ) containing one stack of four D6-branes [14, 4, 5] . Details of the underlying geometry and some calculations can be found in appendix A.
U(1) instantons not intersecting D6-branes
Consider brane-instanton configuration presented in figure 2. Beside O(1) D2-instanton (denoted by E 1 ) it contains U(1) D2-instanton (denoted by E 2 ) and its orientifold image (denoted by E ′ 2 ) both not intersecting D6-branes, E 1 intersects D6-branes once thus here occurs one multiplet 4 of SU(4) fermionic modes λ i , E 2 intersects E 1 giving modes (2.3). 9 Diagonal U (1) ⊂ U (4) is anomalous and the related gauge boson gets mass via Green-Schwarz mechanism. Moreover, matter content of this model implies that SU (4) is IR-free.
10 R : z i →z i on i-th two-torus (T 2 ) i ; it is part of the orientifold action (−1) F ΩR.
Their number depends on E 2 wrapping numbers. The leading contributions are those with the least wrapping number. In the case at hand it occurs when E 2 intersects E 1 only once (see appendix 4). Then one can integrate over the localized degrees of freedom (
and over (2.1). Under the integral one can shift θ 1 − θ 2 → −θ 2 . In this way all fermions (beside θ 1 ) can be soaked up yielding the following superpotential(details of computations can be found in appendix A) 11 :
where α is some non-zero constant, V is volume of U(1) D2-instanton and V is volume of O(1) D2-instanton.
Instantons intersecting D6-branes
In a sense the result (3.1) is not very interesting because it only renormalizes the known oneinstanton contribution (2.9). The question is if multi-instanton configurations can produce contributions of different type. In this section we shall show the answer is positive producing terms of the form Pf(Φ aa ′ )det(Φ aa ′ ) k . In order to get contributions of this type we need U (1) instantons intersecting D6-branes.
The analysis of the full set of three-instanton contributions is too complicated to be presented here thus we limit the considerations to some of the non-vanishing terms. Thus we display only those configurations which will contain figure 1 as a subdiagram. As a side remark we notice that this is not the only possibility. In some cases the non-vanishing disc diagram can have more than three vertex operators thus of higher order in string coupling constant. Its explicit value might be difficult to get. We shall not discuss such contributions
here.
Because we focus on this specific set of possibilities we require that E 2 intersects: 
we assume that E 2 intersects E ′ 2 and O6-plane so we have to take into account zero modes m, µ, m and µ localized at those intersections [15] . Note that due to cancellation of total U(1) E 2 charge 12 and orientifold projection 13 one gets There is one more rule which concerns O(1) groups -for these we draw rectangular node instead of circular one and there is no arrowhead at the end of line touching rectangular nodes.
Using rules enumerated above it is easy to draw quiver diagram which corresponds to system satisfying conditions a) -d) (see figure 3 ) and to list all (trilinear and potential) interactions occurring in this system 14 :
where we have suppressed gauge indices, denoted sum over all modes λ J by λ, sum over all modes m I by m etc. 15 , and incorporated coupling constants into field definitions. φ aa ′ is 12 The total U (1) E2 charge of m, µ, m and µ must cancel the total charge of λ's and λ ′ 's. 13 Appendix A in [6] . 14 The couplings to θ 2 and θ 2 come from D-terms for U (1) E2 gauge theory -see section 2. 
where dM is the measure containing zero modes other than λ, λ and λ ′ . It turns out that integration over fermionic zero modes gives the following expression:
where α, β, γ, δ are integers and F is a function which depends only on |φ| and |m|. So Z is non-vanishing iff α = β and δ = γ. Then the integral over bosonic modes is just a non-zero constant C and the contribution to the superpotential is δW = C Pf(g
One can show that for described geometry α = 2L µ − 2,
The next step is to express conditions α = β, γ = δ 16 and a) -d) in terms of wrapping numbers (n i , m i ):
These (in)equalities describe big class of D2-instantons but contributions to superpotential W are not equal for all of them. The leading contribution to W comes from instantons having minimal volume V :
These are:
For such configurations the contribution to the superpotential is
Orientifolded Z n orbifold of conifold and D(-1)-instantons
Now we shall turn to IIB superstring on conifold singularity with some D3's. The model of interest is its orientifolded Z n orbifold. For details we refer to [2] . The quiver diagram of such a theory is depicted in Fig. 4 . The quiver diagram encodes the matter content of thẽ~n 
Here Φ i,j denote chiral superfields which occur when nodes are occupied by D3-branes.
When two adjacent nodes are occupied by D(-1)-instantons then one gets the multiplet Ξ (2.3) instead of Φ i,j . The gauge group at each node is U(k i ) except the first one for which the group is USp(k 1 ) (for O3 − -plane and SO(k 1 ) for O3 + -plane). From now on we assume that for all nodes i = 1, . . . , k: k i = 1. Let all nodes starting from the first one till the (k − 1)-th be occupied by one instanton . The system has also zero modes Ξ corresponding to bifundamentals of the instanton gauge groups. These zero modes interact among themselves with superpotential as in (3.10) with appropriate field substitutions (i.e. Φ i,j −→ Ξ i,j ). The only important difference is that the instanton at the (k −1)-th node has the exotic W [2, 18]
due to exotic zero modes arising from D-brane-instanton intersection as described in Sec.2.
Notice that the instanton does not provide anti-holomorphic analog of (3.11) (these come from anti-instantons).
The simplest k = 2 case was considered in [2] . From (3.11) one gets the coupling For k > 2 we have plenty of zero modes coming from extra instantons, but most of them are not really zero modes due to interactions discussed in the previous section. The integration over λ, λ goes as before. In the path integral over the other zero modes there is no θ 1 due to USp(1) = O(1) at the first node. The dependence on the other θ's is through
. This allows to integrate over θ's producing 12) where S φ is an action for bosonic zero modes only
where S F ∝ φ 6 denotes the F-term contribution to the potential for φ's coming from W and Z is given by
where W is the superpotential for zero modes without terms with λ's i.e. (3.11) and without potential terms for bosonic modes (these terms are included in S φ ). Thus the integral (3.12)
vanishes iff Z = 0. Notice that in (3.14) one integrates over holomorphic fermionic zero modes only.
We need to analyse Z. It is clear that for Z = 0 one needs contributions from W . Thus Z = 0 for k = 3. As we shall see this is exceptional case. For other k's Z = 0. We simplify the task choosing a special point at the space of the bosonic zero modes. Let us first consider even k. Then we choose φ i, i+1 = 0. It follows that W | θθ contains only ψ i,i+1 . Analysing the quiver one can see that there is only one term soaking up all fermionic zero modes and contributing to Z thus the latter is non-zero. Similar argument holds for k odd with a small modification. For k odd we choose φ 2,3 = 0 also. This shows that Z is non-zero at measure zero subset of the moduli space of the bosonic zero modes. By analyticity it is non-zero in some neighbourhood. Thus Z is non-zero.
The remaining zero modes λ we integrate as previously. The resulting contribution to the superpotential for the matter is
Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that multi-instanton configurations renormalize superpotentials.
The mechanism responsible for this is lifting zero modes due to extra interaction occurring for intersecting instantons [6] . We presented several explicit examples showing that the multiinstantons are generic phenomena. One is tempted to formulate a hypothesis saying that superpotential is renormalized by all terms allowed by symmetries. The special treatment is required for anomalous U(1) as it has been discussed in literature [19] .
Multi-instanton contributions are suppressed by extra powers of e −V , where V corresponds to the volume of the cycle upon which the extra instantons wrap or by powers of the gauge coupling constant h for string models realizing quiver gauge theories. This may have phenomenological applications providing new mechanism for building hierarchies between different terms of superpotentials. The mechanism is similar to the one used in [20] to produce Yukawa coupling hierarchies in heterotic string models. It may also lower the scale of the SUSY breaking in models similar to [2] which we discussed in section 3.2. Although no phenomenologically viable model has been presented in this paper we hope that the discussed ideas are worth to pursue. discussions and hospitality.
The detailed description of geometric background we use in this paper can be found in [14] , [4] , [5] . Only necessary facts are recalled here.
This compactification model contains one stack of four D6-branes wrapped on 3-cycle Π a given by Π a = (1, −1) · (1, 1) · (1, 1) ( [7] ). Tadpole cancellation condition as usually requires occurring of O6-planes which, in this geometry, are homological to
. There also appears the image of D6-branes R(Π a ) = Π ′ a and due to orientifolding the gauge group is U(4) a = SU(4) a × U(1) a . Moreover, we choose complex structure moduli of T 6 /(Z 2 × Z where we have suppressed Chan-Paton indices i, j.
For later convenience let us expose instantons present in described geometry:
O(1) D2-instanton ( E 1 ) This instanton is represented by 3-cycle Π 1 = (1, 0) · (0, 1) · (0, −1) + Π tw ( [14] ). We consider only configurations in which E 1 is parallel to O6-plane but separated from it along the first two-torus (T 2 ) 1 and we take Π tw as 'twisted' [14] and invariant under orientifold action i.e. R( Π tw ) = Π tw . Furthermore, Π 1 has to go through four fixed points of orbifold action in order to ensure rigidity.
Geometry of branes fixes the number of charged zero modes of E 1 , so one also need to know intersection numbers for E 1 and D6-branes. These are given by I 1a = 1 and I 1a ′ = −1.
U(1) D2-instanton (E 2 ) It corresponds to rigid 3-cycle Π 2 = (n 1 , m 1 )·(n 2 , m 2 )·(n 3 , m 3 )+ Π tw , where Π tw is 'twisted' as above. Likewise, the orientifold image E As for D6-branes we fine-tune complex structure moduli such that E 2 is supersymmetric with respect to O6-planes 17 . Besides, we restrict our analysis to case Π tw • Π tw = 0 to simplify calculations. 17 Hence with respect to D6-branes and O(1) D2-instanton. We set q = 1 for simplicity.
